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I.  DANIEL FINDS HIMSELF IN AN IMPOSSIBLE 
    SITUATION THAT HE DIDN'T ASK FOR.

      A.  Daniel was exiled to Babylon ________________.

           

      B.  Daniel ____________________ to God and found 
            ___________ because of it.

      C.  Nebuchadnezzar __________________.

           1.  Dreams had ____________________ in 
                Babylonian religious culture.

           2.  Nebuchadnezzar's response was a testament 
                to his _______________________.

"Power Over The Impossible"
Daniel 2

QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION:

1.  Daniel 2:20-23 has often been called "Daniel's 
     Psalm."  What aspects of God's character are 
     emphasized in these verses?

2.  How did Daniel's knowledge of God's character 
     reveal itself in his remarks to King Nebuchadnezzar?  
     (v. 27-30)

3.  It is common to feel like we are at the mercy of the 
     people and circumstances around us.  How should 
     a knowledge of God's wisdom, sovereignty and 
     power affect our view of the people and 
     circumstances in our lives?

4.  Three aspects of Daniel's spiritual maturity stand 
     out in this chapter: his wisdom in response to a 
     crisis, his prayer in response to a problem and his 
     praise in response to God's work in his life.  How can 
     Daniel's example help you grow in one of these 
     areas?  What is it that caused Daniel to respond in 
     these ways?

FOR NEXT WEEK:  Read Daniel 3



III.  DANIEL CHOSE TO TURN TO GOD BECAUSE OF 
        WHO GOD WAS.

      A.  Daniel believed that God was ______________ 
           over ______________.

      B.  Daniel's belief in God's Sovereignty impacted his 
           ___________________.

IV.  OUR UNDERSTANDING AND BELIEF THAT GOD IS 
       IN CONTROL OF ALL THINGS PRODUCES:
     
       A.  A _________________ for our faith.

       B.  ____________ to turn to God with all things.

       C.  ____________ to follow Him ___________.

       D.  A ____________________ of God's __________
            ____________ for a world that needs Him.

      D.  Daniel finds himself on the short end of _______
            ______________. 

II.  FACED WITH AN IMPOSSIBLE SITUATION, DANIEL 
      HAD FEW OPTIONS.

      A.  Daniel could have just ________, figured he had 
           been __________ by God and gone to his death.  

           
      B.  Daniel could have tried to __________________ 
           _____________ by fighting back or trying to run.

      C.  Instead, Daniel chose to ______________ and 
           trust in His __________________-.


